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YOUR PARTNER FOR
PRE-OWNED MEDICAL EQUIPMENT

EXPERIENCE MEETS QUALITY
AT DANISIK MEDICAL SINCE 2008

Specializing in the sale of used medical equip-
ment, we provide you with a dependable selec-
tion, promising sustainability and the highest 
quality.



| QUALITY USED MEDICAL EQUIPMENT

Since our establishment in 2008, Danisik Medical has become 
a trusted partner in the medical technology industry. As a 
German company, we embody precision, quality, and 
reliability – values that are crucial in the world of medical 
technology.

However, our mission goes beyond mere trade. In a world 
where access to high-quality medical care is still not a given, 
we are committed to bridging this gap. By selling high-quality 
used medical equipment, we contribute to equipping health-
care facilities worldwide with top-notch technology – and all 
at fair terms.

 Thorough Inspection by Our
Technical Team
Transparent Pricing
Years of Experience and Expertise
in Medical Technology
Sustainability through Reuse of
Quality Equipment
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WHY BUY FROM
DANISIK MEDICAL?

OUR GOAL IS NOT JUST TO SELL
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT.

 IT IS OUR CALLING TO FACILITATE
GLOBAL ACCESS TO TOP-TIER

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY.



| RELIABILITY AND SATISFACTION ARE 
| OUR TOP PRIORITY

In the field of medical technology, it is essential that each 
device not only functions but also operates reliably and 
precisely. At Danisik Medical, we have deeply integrated this 
principle into our processes. When a device arrives at our 
facility, a detailed and thorough testing process begins.

At the end of this meticulous and device-specific testing 
process, stands Danisik Medical's guarantee: Every device 
leaving our facility not only functions but also meets the 
highest standards of reliability and precision.

However, reliability doesn't have to be expensive. We take 
pride in o�ering these high-quality devices at attractive 
prices, without compromising on reliability or performance. 
With us, you get not only top-tier medical technology but also 
the best value for your money.

CERTIFIED DEVICES &
COMPETITIVE PRICES



| FROM EXPERT PACKAGING TO INSTALLATION 

AT DANISIK MEDICAL, YOU GET THE FULL PACKAGE.

The quality of a medical device is not only reflected in its 
function but also in the care with which it is handled, packa-
ged, and delivered.

(1) EXPERT PACKAGING FOR 
      WORLDWIDE SHIPPING:

Medical technology is o�en delicate and deserves 
packaging that both protects it and ensures compli-
ance with international shipping standards. At 
Danisik Medical, we ensure that every device arrives 
safely and intact regardless of the destination, 
whether it's by air, sea, or land. Our worldwide 
shipping ensures that no matter where you are, you 
can always rely on the quality of Danisik Medical.

(2) INSTALLATION:

Not every device is the same. Particularly complex 
equipment such as X-ray or angiography devices 
require specialized knowledge and experience for 
proper installation. Our technicians are trained for 
such highly specialized equipment. However, even 
before installation, we are there for you during the 
planning phase. We provide guidance and support to 
ensure that the installation site is optimally prepa-
red, and the installation proceeds smoothly. This 
way, we guarantee that everything is perfectly 
installed and ready to operate at the highest 
standard.

MORE THAN JUST SALES
Our Comprehensive Services



| DIVERSE SELECTION MEETS EFFICIENCY

ALWAYS THE RIGHT DEVICE AT HAND, EXACTLY WHERE
YOU NEED IT.

We understand the importance for healthcare facilities to 
respond quickly and flexibly to changing healthcare 
demands. That's why we place great emphasis on maintaining 
a wide range of medical equipment in stock. From basic 
equipment to specialized instruments, you'll find exactly 
what you're looking for with us.

We know the value of time in medicine. Therefore, with our 
optimized logistics system, we guarantee swi� and seamless 
delivery. Whether you operate domestically or international-
ly, we ensure the prompt delivery of your equipment, so you 
can continue your important work without interruption.

BECAUSE FOR US, ONE THING
ALWAYS TAKES CENTER STAGE:

YOUR NEEDS AND
YOUR SATISFACTION.

SELECTION & FAST DELIVERY
Diverse Selection Meets E�iciency



LONG-TERM PARTNERSHIP & 
AFTER-SALES SUPPORT

| MORE THAN JUST A SELLER -
| WE ARE YOUR PARTNER

Purchasing a medical device from Danisik Medical 
marks the beginning of a significant relationship. 
However, our support extends far beyond the sale. 
With our comprehensive a�er-sales service, you can 
rely on us even a�er the purchase. Our goal is to 
establish a long-term partnership with you. Your 
success is our success.

| CONTACT US TODAY

Learn how Danisik Medical can support your facility. 
We look forward to being a part of your success story 
in healthcare.

+49 (0) 231 338 781 66
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